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Is it Morally Problematic to Refrain from Voting in Order to Avert Strike Action? 

 

 

Many academics in the UK are members of the University and College Union (UCU). UCU is a 

voluntary-membership organisation with the mission statement of protecting and championing 

the causes of staff in further and higher education. The Union, which has a long and 

distinguished history, has recently found itself in the spotlight following a dispute over pensions 

with the UK Government.1 The Government had planned to alter the existing pension scheme 

to something altogether less generous than the previous arrangement. UCU were opposed to this 

and - following unsuccessful negotiations - decided to ballot members over strike action. 2 

Opinion amongst Union members was split. While there was obvious anger at the new pensions 

plans, there was also an understandable scepticism about whether strike action was the 

appropriate response. My own view was – and remains - that strike action was morally dubious 

given the pension offer being made, and that it would in any case be unlikely to succeed, and 

could therefore be extremely damaging for the Union, students and the Academy at large. As 

such, I was strongly minded not to vote for it.3 Rather than ticking the box labelled ‘not strike’ 

on my ballot paper however, I decided to ignore it altogether; I decided to not vote. I decided, as I 

shall say in what follows, to disregard my ballot.  

 

The reason for disregarding my ballot is that this was the most effective means of minimising the 

chance that that strike action would be taken, at my institution at least. This is due to a feature of 

the voting system. At any given institution, at least fifty percent of Union members must cast a 

ballot if strike action at is to be legitimate. If the fifty percent threshold is met, then a majority of 

 
1 The position of the UK Government is represented by ‘Universities UK’. I simply use the 

expression ‘UK Government’ for ease. 
2 In fact there have been several ballots. For ease of presentation I focus on a single ballot. 

Nothing in my core argument turns on this. I also focus on the dispute over pensions alone 

although UCU has had simultaneous disputes with Government over other issues within the 

Academy including casualisation, pay and discrimination. I also ignore the option of ‘action short 

of a strike’, offered on ballots. 
3 Others have taken a different view. Mike Otsuka has written forcibly in criticism of UUK’s 

proposals. See for example: https://mikeotsuka.medium.com/dont-object-to-the-harm-one-has-

done-f4c18105be4d 
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votes for ‘strike’ is sufficient to legalise industrial action. So members opposed to strike action 

have two options. One is to not vote; to disregard the ballot. The other is to vote ‘not strike’. 

The former is invariably more effective. This is because while a high proportion of those who 

vote are typically in favour of striking, it is often touch-and-go whether a sufficient proportion of 

members will cast a ballot. In recent votes at my institution – which is broadly representative of 

trends within UK Universities - the proportion of Union members returning ballots has 

consistently hovered around the threshold fifty percent mark, while almost eighty percent of 

returned ballots have favoured strike action.4 So withholding one’s vote – as I did – is clearly the 

most effective strategy to prevent strike action.  

 

We can make the point vivid. Imagine that the number of Union members who have voted is 

just one below meeting the fifty percent threshold and the deadline for counting votes is fast 

approaching. Mine will be the decisive vote! What should I do? Being strongly opposed to strike 

action I certainly will not vote ‘strike’. I must choose whether to vote ‘not strike’ or to disregard 

my ballot. If I disregard my ballot, then the fifty percent threshold will not be met and a strike 

will be averted. If, on the other hand, I vote ‘not strike’, then the fifty percent threshold will be 

met. Given that there will be a large majority of votes for ‘strike’, a strike action will be called. 

The above dramatization is intended to make clear that, in the present context, to vote ‘not 

strike’ would not simply be a less effective means of realising my preference, it would actually be a 

very effective means of bringing about exactly what I don’t want: a strike. Indeed it is hardly an 

exaggeration to say that, at the level of outcomes, a vote for ‘not strike’ is effectively a vote for a 

strike. So of course, given my preferences, I should disregard my ballot. 

 

There is however a concern with the moral status of my action. The worry – to put it rather 

nebulously for now - is that in choosing to disregard my ballot I would be somehow misusing 

my vote and that the decent thing to do would be to vote ‘not strike’ and accept the 

consequences. This sceptical thought will no-doubt ring true to many readers. Anecdotally, I 

have found that all Union members to whom I have explained my decision have, without 

exception, shared it. I take this concern seriously. In what follows, however, I claim that it is 

unfounded. I argue that there is nothing morally problematic about my decision to disregard my 

ballot. Specifically, I argue for the following: 

 

 
4 Details can be found at http://durhamucu.org.uk/event/strike-action-1/ 
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Thesis: There was nothing morally problematic with my decision to disregard my ballot in 

order to ensure that the fifty percent threshold of returned ballots was not met and so 

that strike action was averted. 

 

This claim requires a caveat and a clarification. The caveat is that I am assuming that opposing 

strike action is itself morally unproblematic. This is important. If opposing strike action were 

morally problematic, then disregarding my ballot would be problematic too, as would voting ‘not 

strike’. I hope to set this aside in what follows. While there are interesting questions to be asked 

about whether one ought or ought not to prefer strike action in this specific dispute, this is not 

my concern. The question that I am interested in is simply whether - given my preference that a 

strike not be called, and on the assumption that this is not in itself morally problematic - 

disregarding my ballot is morally problematic. I claim it is not. The clarification concerns my use 

of the expression ‘morally problematic’. I use this carefully. My question is not whether 

disregarding my ballot was permissible. I take it that it was. Permissions are fairly easy to come by. 

My question is rather whether my choice had any significant, negative moral property, applicable 

to acts or agents. The possession of some such property is perfectly compatible with my action’s 

being permissible. My claim is the bold one that there was no moral problem with my action. It 

was not only morally permissible, but morally beyond any reproach.  

 

There is, I hope, a bigger picture issue here too; an issue in the ethics of voting.5 It concerns the 

status of what I shall call ‘participatory thresholds’ in voting; that is, thresholds according to 

which a vote’s validity is dependent on some specific percentage or proportion being met. 

Thresholds of this kind are not uncommon, either in national-level political votes or in votes 

conducted within private bodies. Yet rather little has been written about them, and specifically 

about their ethical status and the duties they place on voters.6 The arguments developed below 

should generalise somewhat to the ethics of voting within this kind of structure. 

 
5 For broad discussion of the ethics of voting see Jason Brennan, The Ethics of Voting, Princeton 

University Press (2011). 
6 The mainstream philosophical literature on the ethics of voting is primarily concerned with one 

or more of (a) whether voting ought to be mandatory (e.g. Arend Lijphart, ‘Unequal 

Participation: Democracy’s Unresolved Dilemma’, American Political Science Review, 91: 1–14 

(1997); Alvin Goldman, ‘Why Citizens Should Vote: A Causal Responsibility Approach’, Social 

Philosophy and Policy, 16: 201–217 (1999); Lisa Hill, ‘On the Reasonableness of Compelling 
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A Spectrum of Cases 

 

My claim is the following: 

 

Thesis: There was nothing morally problematic with my decision to disregard my ballot in 

order to ensure that the fifty percent threshold of returned ballots was not met and so 

that strike action was not taken. 

 

In order to persuade the reader of this I present a spectrum of cases. Each concerns a decision 

to act in a way that prevents a threshold proportion of voters from being reached. I hope that 

the reader will agree with me that, for each case, the decision in question is morally 

unproblematic. The cases develop toward the conclusion that my actual choice - to disregard my 

ballot in UCU’s recent dispute with the UK Government – was morally unproblematic.  

 

 
Citizens to Vote: The Australian Case’, Political Studies, 50: 80–101 (2002); Bart Engelen, ‘Why 

Compulsory Voting Can Enhance Democracy’, Acta Analytica, 42: 23–39 (2007); Jason Brennan 

and Lisa  Hill Compulsory Voting: For and Against, Cambridge University Press (2014); and for 

some of the underlying issues, Tom Christiano, The Rule of the Many: Fundamental Issues in 

Democratic Theory, Westview Press (1996), (b) whether there are duties – typically epistemic duties 

- that voters face if they do vote (e.g. Geoffrey Brennan and Loren Lomasky, Democracy and 

Decision: The Pure Theory of Electoral Preference, Cambridge University Press (1993); Jason Brennan 

(2011)), (c) the legitimacy of markets for votes (e.g. Deborah Satz, Why Some Things Should Not be 

For Sale, OUP (2010); Michael Sandel, What Money Can’t Buy: The Moral Limits of Markets, Farrar, 

Straus and Giroux (2012)); Christopher Freiman, ‘Vote Markets’, Australasian Journal of Philosophy, 

92: 759–774 (2014), and – though there is significant crossover here with (b) - (d) whether voting 

in political elections ought to be available to all as in standard democratic models, or whether 

some form of weighted lottery or epistemically sensitive criteria should be used to determine 

participation (e.g. David Estlund, ‘Why Not Epistocracy?’, in Naomi Reshotko (ed.) Desire, 

Identity and Existence. Essays in Honor of T.M. Penner, (2011); Jason Brennan ‘The Right to a 

Competent Electorate’, Philosophical Quarterly, 61: 700–724 (2011). 
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The first of the cases asks the reader to cast her mind back to several years before the UK had 

left the European Union, and to imagine an alternative strategy that the Government could have 

taken in advance of this: 

 

Alternative Brexit: It is the year 2014. The UK Government has decided that our 

membership of the European Union must be put to the public. There has been some 

discussion about how best to do it. One widely supported proposal is to have a 

referendum with a simple ‘leave’ or ‘remain’ choice, but others regard this as foolhardy 

pointing to the fact that referenda of this kind can simplify a complex problem, can prove 

divisive, and can deliver important results that affect the whole population based on small 

voter turnout. After much discussion amongst politicians and stakeholders it is decided to 

hold a two-stage vote. Each citizen of voting age in the UK is to be sent a single ballot 

paper. The ballot has two questions. The first question is ‘Should there be a referendum 

on leaving the EU?’. The second question is ‘Would you, in the event of the 

aforementioned referendum being held, vote ‘leave’ or ‘remain’’? Underneath the 

questions, the method for determining the outcome is outlined: ‘the UK will leave the EU 

if and only if both fifty percent or more of UK voters want a referendum, and fifty percent 

or more of those who want such a vote want to leave’. 

 

Now admittedly the voting procedure described in this alternative history could be simpler but 

voting procedures often are complex or multi-stage, and this is the procedure that has been 

decided on. Nor is it obviously illegitimate. Requiring that a turn-out threshold be met - or that a 

meeting be quorate - in order for a decision to be legitimate is fairly standard practice and there 

is plenty to recommend it. Most obviously, it prevents important and wide-ranging decisions 

from being taken on the basis of a combination of an extreme minority and a somewhat 

apathetic or silent majority. Suppose now that you are strongly opposed to leaving the EU 

because of the long-term damage that you believe it will do to living standard in the UK. 

Suppose furthermore that this is a morally defensible position. Suppose finally that a poll shows 

the most effective way of ensuring the UK does not leave the EU is to vote ‘no’ to the first 

question (‘should there be a referendum?’).  

 

Is it in any way morally problematic for you to vote ‘no’ to the first question? I think it is not. It 

is perfectly legitimate and in no way morally problematic. It is one of three possible choices 

available to you as a voter in a legitimate vote. Of course, one might object. “By voting in this 
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way you are trying to ensure that the opinions of others are not allowed to count. It is patently 

anti-democratic.” While this objection is understandable, it is, I think, not ultimately persuasive. 

Firstly, in voting against a referendum on EU membership, you would not be trying to ensure 

that the votes of others not count. Rather, you would be trying to ensure that the UK not leave 

the EU as you believe that this would be catastrophic for the living standards of people in the 

UK. That the votes of others would somehow ‘not count’ is at most a foreseen consequence, not 

an intended consequence. This is morally significant. Acts with some foreseeably bad consequences 

can be morally unproblematic depending on the nature of their intended consequence and the 

paucity of means available. This is a familiar point. Secondly, it would be a mistake to think that 

‘making the votes of others not count’ is generally morally problematic (even if we accept that 

you are doing this). It depends on how one does it. Suppose that my four friends - One, Two, 

Three and Four and I are voting on what to watch on television. The options are the weekly 

football round-up, Match of the Day, or Married at First Sight UK. We vote by asking each person in 

turn. Both One and Two Vote for Match of the Day. When I cast the third vote, also for Match of 

the Day, we know that the final two votes, in a sense, ‘won’t count’. We don’t need to ask Three 

or Four what they would have voted for. Clearly though, I haven’t done anything morally 

problematic in casting my vote. Generally, you don’t do anything morally problematic in voting 

in a way that makes it the case that the votes of others ‘don’t count’ in this sense. Provided your 

act of making others votes ‘not count’ takes place as part of a legitimate vote of which you are all 

a part, and provided that your reason for so voting is not simply to make it so that the votes of 

others don’t count - as would be the case if your intention were that their vote not count, but not 

if their vote not counting is merely foreseeable – you are morally in the clear.  

 

What of the charge that voting ‘no’ to the EU referendum would be problematically anti-

democratic? One way in which it might be problematically anti-democratic is insofar as it makes 

the votes of others not count. We have already discussed this, so let’s set it to one side. The 

other way in which it might be anti-democratic is by making it the case that the will of the 

majority be thwarted by a minority. That would be anti-democratic and – perhaps – 

problematically so. It is not, however, a fair representation of one’s ‘no’ vote to a referendum on 

EU membership. The voting system is designed so that if a majority of people want to leave the 

EU, and vote accordingly, the UK will leave. So if, in voting ‘no’ to a referendum, one is 

thwarting the will of the majority, that is simply because the majority have not voted. But that 

doesn’t make your decision to vote as you do morally problematic. Now of course if the majority 

were being coerced into not voting – intimidated at the ballot box, perhaps, or if there were some 
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systematic form of discrimination that explained their not voting – that would be a problem, and 

should perhaps influence your vote, but that’s not at issue in the case at hand. 

 

I shall return to reconsider these objections later, but for now, I hope to have motivated the 

view that there’s nothing morally problematic about voting ‘no’ to a nationwide referendum on 

EU membership. Now consider the second of our spectrum of cases. 

 

Union Reform: Your Union has in turn been a member of a larger Conglomerate of Unions 

for many years. Many of your fellow Union members have ideological convictions that 

align with this Conglomerate and there is a long and rich history of relations between 

them. Still, times are changing and there is a small but growing movement among your 

fellow Union members in favour of leaving the Conglomerate. The possibility of holding a 

referendum among members - on whether to leave the Conglomerate - is mooted. Some 

are in favour of it, but some think it is premature to hold a vote on such a serious matter. 

A meeting is held and it is decided to send a ballots to all members. The ballot will have 

two questions. The first is ‘Should there be a referendum on leaving the Conglomerate?’. 

The second question is ‘Would you, in the event of the aforementioned referendum being 

held, vote ‘leave’ or ‘remain’’? Underneath, the procedure for determining the outcome is 

outlined: ‘the Union will leave the Conglomerate if and only if both fifty percent or more 

of the Union members want a decisive vote, and fifty percent or more of those who want 

such a vote want to leave’. 

 

Now suppose that you are strongly opposed to leaving the Conglomerate because of both the 

damage it would do the Union, and because of the long-standing ties of loyalty that you believe 

the Union owes to the Conglomerate. Looking at the polls, you realise that the only way to make 

sure of this outcome is to vote against a referendum. So you vote ‘no’ to the first question on 

your ballot paper. Have you done something morally problematic? Surely not. After all, your 

decision is structurally analogous to the decision to vote ‘no’ to the first question in Alternative 

Brexit and that was not morally problematic. The only obvious reason that this choice – i.e. the 

choice in Union Reform - would be problematic is if there were a salient difference between the 

political context of Alternative Brexit and the context of voting as a member of one’s Union. It 

is very difficult to see, however, what such a salient difference would be. The obvious difference 

is that in Union Reform one votes as a member of voluntary-membership body and, not as a 

citizen. It is however difficult to see how this difference would make it more morally problematic 
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to vote against a referendum in the former. It is not generally the case that there is a problem 

with voting against referenda in voluntary-membership organisations though not as a citizen. Or 

if it is, I am not aware of any arguments for this conclusion. 

 

So, on the assumption that it is morally unproblematic to vote against a referendum on 

Alternative Brexit, it is morally unproblematic to vote against a referendum on leaving the 

Conglomerate too. Now consider a third case. 

 

Strike Action (I): Your Union has been in negotiations with Government about reforms to 

the pensions of its members. Government negotiators have been dragging their heels, 

discussions have stalled and there is a movement among your fellow Union members to 

consider strike action. The possibility of this is mooted in a meeting. Some are in favour of 

it, but some are strongly opposed, regarding strike action as a last resort that should be 

used in only the most serious of circumstances based on the widespread consent of Union 

members. It is decided as a compromise to send a ballot to all members with a two-

question structure. The first question is ‘Should there be a decisive vote on strike action 

over pensions?’. The second question is: ‘Would you, in the event of such a vote, vote 

‘strike’ or ‘not strike’? Underneath the questions, the method for deciding how to proceed 

is described as follows: ‘the Union will take strike action if and only if both fifty percent or 

more of the membership want a vote on strike action, and fifty percent or more of those 

want to strike’. 

 

Now suppose that you are strongly opposed to striking. You think it would be poorly regarded 

by the public, would be unlikely to succeed and so would be damaging for the Union, the 

Academy and students alike. You also think it would be morally dubious given the details of the 

pension offer being made in the economic climate. With this in mind, you do some personal 

polling/focus-grouping and decide that the most effective way – indeed, the only way - to realise 

your preference would be to vote against a decisive vote on strike action. So you answer ‘no’ to 

the first question in your ballot. Is there anything morally problematic here? Again, it is difficult 

to see how there could be. If you think there is, then you must think that there is some morally 

salient difference between this case and the case of Union Reform; for we have already seen that 

it is morally unproblematic to vote ‘no’ to a referendum on that. But what could the difference 

be? It is hard to see. So assume it is unproblematic to vote ‘no’ to the first question in Strike 

Action (I). Now consider a fourth and final case: 
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Strike Action (II): Your Union has been in negotiations with Government about reforms to 

the pensions of its members. Government negotiators have been dragging their heels, 

discussions have stalled and there is a movement among your fellow Union members to 

consider strike action. The possibility of this is mooted in a meeting. Some are in favour of 

it, but some are strongly opposed, regarding strike action as a last resort that should be 

used in only the most serious of circumstances based on the widespread consent of Union 

members. It is decided nonetheless to send ballots to all members with the following 

structure. It will have one question: ‘Should there be a strike action over pensions?’. 

Underneath this is written ‘Strike action requires a threshold of fifty percent of Union 

members returning their ballot, of which fifty percent or more must vote for strike action.’ 

 

Now suppose that you are strongly opposed to striking. You think it is unlikely to succeed and 

so would be damaging for the Union, the Academy and students. You also think it would be 

morally dubious given the details of the pension offer being made in the economic climate. With 

this in mind you do some personal polling/focus-grouping and come to see that the most 

effective way to realise your preference – indeed the only way - would be to not vote; to 

disregard your ballot. So you decide to do just this. If there were an option on your ballot to vote 

against a vote on strike action, you would have ticked that. But there isn’t, so you don’t. Have 

you done anything morally problematic here? You have not. After all, there was nothing morally 

problematic in voting against a vote on strike action in Strike Action (I), and it is difficult to see 

that there is any material difference between this and disregarding your ballot in Strike Action 

(II). Yet this – Strike Action (II) - is just the real-life case with which we began. So there is 

nothing morally problematic with disregarding one’s ballot in the real-life case. I have argued as 

follows: 

 

1. It is in no way morally problematic to vote ‘no’ to a referendum in Alternative Brexit. 

2. If it is in no way morally problematic to vote ‘no’ to a referendum in Alternative Brexit, 

then it is in no way morally problematic to vote ‘no’ to a referendum on leaving the 

Conglomerate. 

3. If it is in no way morally problematic to vote ‘no’ to a referendum on leaving the 

Conglomerate, it is in no way morally problematic to vote ‘no’ to a decisive vote on 

strike action in Strike Action (I). 
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4. If it is in no way morally problematic to vote ‘no’ to a decisive vote on strike action in 

Strike Action (I), it is in no way morally problematic to disregard my ballot in Strike 

Action (II). 

5. If it is in no way morally problematic to disregard one’s ballot in Strike Action (II), then 

it is in no way morally problematic to disregard UCU’s recent ballot. 

6. (1-5) It is in no way morally problematic to disregard UCU’s recent ballot. 

 

The argument works because all four of the cases considered above – from Alternative Brexit to 

Strike Action (II) - have the same structure. Voters are faced with a two-stage choice. Their 

contribution at the first stage helps to determine whether a fifty percent threshold is met. Call 

this the participatory stage. If that threshold is met, then their contribution at the second stage helps 

to determine whether a given action is taken or not. Call this the decisive stage. The only difference 

between Strike Action (II) and the preceding three cases - Alternative Brexit, Union Reform and 

Strike Action (I) - concerns the mechanism through which a voter engages with the participatory 

stage. In the first three cases the mechanism is to tick a box and return the ballot. In Strike 

Action (II) the mechanism is to disregard one’s ballot. This is a superficial difference. Whether 

one ticks a box with a ‘no’ in it, doesn’t tick a box, return an envelope or puts it in a drawer, 

sends a text message or signals with a puff of white smoke – it doesn’t matter. The mechanism is 

mere convention and it doesn’t ground a morally significant difference. So if, as I have argued, it 

is morally unproblematic to vote ‘no’ at the participatory stage of a vote where a question is explicitly 

asked at that stage, then it is morally unproblematic to disregard one’s ballot. I conclude that it was 

morally unproblematic for me to disregard my ballot in UCU’s recent dispute with the UK 

Government.  

 

Objections and Replies 

 

i. I believe that it is morally problematic to not vote quite generally and that voting should be 

compulsory. Disregarding one’s ballot is a form of not voting. So disregarding one’s ballot is morally 

problematic. 

 

If this objection is sound, then there is a morally significant difference between (a) the decision 

to vote against a decisive vote in all of Alternative Brexit, Union Reform and Strike Action (I), 

and (b) the decision to disregard one’s ballot in Strike Action (II). This is surely wrong. The 
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difference between these cases is clearly mere convention and is not morally significant.7 So the 

objection is not sound. The fault is in the first premise. While there are sensible arguments to be 

made in favour of compulsory voting in some contexts – though I disagree with all of them -, 

these arguments are clearly limited in their domain of application. Consider the following case. I 

am a member of my local club. Last week we held a vote on where to go for the annual dinner. 

Having not been to any of the suggested venues, having no knowledge of fine dining, knowing 

that others do have such knowledge, and knowing that I will be away on the weekend of the 

dinner anyway, I decided to not vote. To claim that my action here was morally problematic - 

because it violated a perfectly general moral imperative to vote - is absurd. So even if compulsory 

voting were morally required, this would apply only in a restricted domain. That domain would 

not, I suggest, generally include votes that require a threshold to be met. This is evidenced by the 

fact that such votes could always be re-imagined as two stage votes – the first requiring a 

participatory threshold to be met – in which voting ‘no’ to a decisive vote at the first stage would 

be permissible.8 

 

 
7 Mightn’t there be a morally significant difference between doing and merely allowing or acting and 

omitting (see e.g. Fiona Woollard, Doing and Allowing Harm, Oxford University Press (2015)) that 

could explain a difference here? No. Amongst those who think there is a morally significant 

difference between acting and omitting, the view is that acting in a way that brings about a bad 

outcome is worse than merely allowing the same outcome (so, for example, it is worse to drown a 

child than to let them drown). Clearly, this couldn’t explain why disregarding one’s ballot would 

be more morally problematic than voting against a decisive vote. If anything voting against a 

decisive vote should be worse than disregarding one’s ballot. So this cannot explain a morally 

significant difference between (a) the decision to vote against a decisive vote in all of Alternative 

Brexit, Union Reform and Strike Action (I), and (b) the decision to disregard one’s ballot in 

Strike Action (II). 

 
8 There is also a general question with respect to whether the arguments sometimes given for 

compulsory voting – see e.g. Brennan (2011) and footnote 6 – apply outside of political, state 

votes. My argument is maximally charitable to my opponent in that I do not challenge this 

assumption above. 
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ii. There is a perfectly general problem with voting systems that have participatory thresholds in that 

they allow the morally problematic action of trying to prevent the threshold from being met. You 

should never vote against its being met. And so – equivalently - you should not disregard your ballot. 

 

This is less an argument for the view that it is morally problematic to disregard one’s ballot (in 

the case at hand) and more a statement of that view. It is also surely implausible that having voting 

systems with participatory thresholds is quite generally problematic. There is, for example, no 

deep problem with the fact that my Department’s meeting (or yours) must be quorate in order 

for its decisions to be binding. This is simply an optional – and, I think, generally sensible – 

feature of some voting systems. It is not in itself morally problematic. If there is a moral problem 

here, it must be because I am somehow illicitly taking advantage of this feature of the voting 

system, or perhaps because there is a problem with participatory thresholds in the specific context of 

UCU’s current dispute with the UK Government. These objections are developed below. 

 

iii. The sense in which you are illicitly taking advantage of the voting system is akin to the sense in 

which people take advantage of systems that allow them to ‘vote tactically’. By disregarding your 

ballot you are really ‘voting tactically’ and that is morally problematic.9  

 

This is a sensible objection. It is common enough to think that there is something morally 

problematic about tactical voting in political elections (even if it is all-things-considered 

permissible). Still though, I do not think the objection is sound. To see this consider an 

illustration of tactical voting in ordinary political elections.  

 

Tactical voting: I vote for Moderate Mike in order to keep Racist Ronnie out even though I 

don’t much like Moderate Mike and I in fact prefer Excellent Ellen – who is on the ballot - 

to both Mike and Ronnie.  

 

This is a classic case of ordinary tactical voting. Suppose – implausibly to my mind – that we 

concede that there is something morally problematic about voting in this way. Still, it doesn’t 

follow that there is anything problematic with disregarding one’s ballot in the case of the UCU 

pension dispute. When I disregarded my ballot in this case I did not vote for a suboptimal third-

 
9 In addition to the ethics of tactical voting there is a substantial literature on the rationality of 

tactical voting. See Pedro Riera, ‘Tactical Voting’, Oxford Handbooks Online (2016). 
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party option, analogous to voting for Racist Ronnie. Rather, I took the most effective – indeed 

the only effective - means to realise my preference (i.e. avoiding a strike). To see the contrast 

more clearly still - suppose that, for some bizarre reason, the ballot sent by UCU contained a 

single question that allowed for a three-way, mutually exclusive choice between (a) not doing 

anything, (b) striking, and (c) going for group walk on a weekend. Suppose furthermore that I 

knew that the two most popular options were (b) and (c) and that it was touch-and-go between 

them, but that my favourite option, (a), had little chance of winning. So I voted for (c) to prevent 

(b). This would be an instance of tactical voting, analogous to voting for Moderate Mike. My 

decision to disregard my ballot is nothing like this. It – unlike a fictional vote for (c) - is not a 

vote for an alternative third party that I’m not otherwise keen on.  

 

But consider an objection. Wasn’t my decision to disregard my ballot a form of vote for a 

suboptimal third-party option; specifically, wasn’t it a vote for not having a decisive vote, which is 

sub-optimal compared to a decisive vote being had and favouring not strike? This objection still fails. It 

fails for two reasons. Firstly - unlike my preference ordering between Moderate Mike and 

Excellent Ellen - I do not have any preference between (d) having no decisive vote on strike 

action and (e) having a decisive vote on strike action that results in no strike. This is because I 

am neutral on holding decisive votes on strike action as a general matter. They’re not something 

that I’m generally in favour of or against. I could take or leave them. So disregarding my ballot 

wasn’t obviously sub-optimal as far as I was concerned. Secondly, even if I did prefer (e) to (d), 

my decision to disregard my ballot still wouldn’t be morally problematic because (e) is not really 

available as an option. It is not available because I know that if the participatory threshold of 

fifty percent is met, then strike action will be taken. So I am using the only means available to me 

that could help realise my preference. If by contrast I were to vote ‘no strike’, I would be 

increasing the likelihood that a strike is taken; I wouldn’t be helping to realise my preference at 

all. How then could it be morally problematic to disregard my ballot? It would seem quite bizarre 

to say that it is morally problematic for me to vote in a way that will help realise exactly what I 

don’t want (unless one thinks that it is morally problematic to not want strike action, but we are 

assuming that is not the case). 

 

iv. The sense in which you are illicitly taking advantage of the voting system is that by disregarding your 

ballot you would be ‘disenfranchising others’ - specifically, your fellow union members who have voted. 

You would be doing so by causing their vote to ‘not count’. Suppose, for example, that Len votes 

‘strike’. You are disenfranchising him by making it so that his vote to strike doesn’t really count. It 
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doesn’t really count because the participatory threshold beyond which it would count isn’t reached. So 

your action is morally problematic. 

 

I shall simply concede that my decision to disregard my ballot makes it so that Len’s vote 

‘doesn’t count’ in some relevant sense. The issue is why, if at all, this is morally problematic. I 

can think of three respects in which someone could cause someone else’s vote to not count in a 

morally problematic sense. None apply to my decision to disregard my ballot. 

 

The first respect would be if one violated the rules of a legitimate voting system and thereby 

caused someone else’s vote to not count. Suppose, for example, that after Len has put his ballot 

in the post box, I sneakily reach in, extract it and destroy it. Or suppose that I take a job working 

at the vote-counting centre at UCU and strategically bin Len’s ballot. These would be morally 

problematic (not least) because they violate the rules of a legitimate voting system. Clearly 

though, disregarding my ballot is nothing like this. I have not used means that violate the rules of 

the voting system. I simply have taken one of the options available to me within that system. 

 

The second respect would be if one acted in a way that were independently immoral, though 

consistent with the rules of the voting system. Suppose, for example, that a voting system’s 

internal rules permitted voters to racially abuse others at the ballot box, thereby intimidating 

them and causing them to not vote. And suppose that, following this, I intimidate Len in the 

aforementioned fashion. This would clearly be morally problematic. But again, my decision to 

disregard my ballot is nothing like this. There is nothing inherently immoral about putting my 

ballot paper in my recycling pile. 

 

The third respect would be if one were to vote with the intention that the votes of other not count. 

Suppose, for example, that I hate Len and decide to not vote simply so that Len’s preference for 

a strike be undermined. This would be morally problematic. But again, my decision to disregard 

my ballot is nothing like this. I did not disregard my ballot in order that the votes of others did 

not count. That the votes of others – like Len - would ‘not count’ is at most a foreseen but not 

intended consequence of my action.  

 

v. You are illicitly taking advantage of the voting system. Because your intended goal is to avoid strike 

action, the honest or decent thing to do would be to vote for it; that is, to tick ‘not strike’ and return 
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your ballot. By contrast, disregarding your ballot would be the honest or decent thing to do only if 

avoiding a decisive vote were your intended goal – which it’s not. 

 

The question is why disregarding my ballot is a dishonest or indecent thing to do. One obvious 

reason is that it is an instance of tactical voting and tactical voting is generally problematic. But 

we have already seen that this won’t do. A second obvious reason is that it disenfranchises 

others. But we have already seen that this won’t do either. So it is not clear why exactly 

disregarding my ballot is a dishonest or indecent thing to do. And there is a more general point 

in the background here. Disregarding one’s ballot is, I have already argued, morally 

indistinguishable from voting against a decisive vote. So if disregarding my ballot was morally 

problematic, then so would voting against a referendum on EU membership. But surely this isn’t 

morally problematic. It is a legitimate means within the existing democratic structure – a 

structure that is common enough – of bringing about an end that one regards as morally 

important. If you think that disregarding my ballot was morally problematic because indecent or 

dishonest, then you would have to think that the latter is indecent or dishonest too. 

 

vi. You are being a subversive. You are trying to oppose and undermine the Union by taking advantage 

of the fact that it allows you to join and vote.” 

 

It is not subversive to - with good intentions - disagree with one of the preferences of the 

leadership group of a body of which you are a part, and to vote accordingly. Or if it is 

subversive, then subversion is fine. 

 

vii. The problem with your decision to disregard your ballot is much more specific and contingent than 

your above remarks would suggest. There is a problem with the participatory threshold in the specific 

context of UCU’s current dispute with the UK Government. The problem is based in the fact that 

the participatory threshold itself is the result of recently introduced government legislation that many 

Union members see as intended to make strike action harder and weaken the Unions.10 With this 

 
10 See e.g. the TUC’s statement on the introduction of the fifty percent threshold: 

https://www.tuc.org.uk/sites/default/files/Balloting%20thresholds%20for%20important%20p

ublic%20services%20-%20TUC%20response.pdf 
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in mind, your decision to disregard your ballot ‘plays in to’ or ‘is complicit with’ a voting system that, 

while not generally morally problematic, is so in the present context. 

 

There are several issues. One is whether the enforcement of the fifty percent participatory 

threshold on UCU was morally problematic, as is often claimed. If it was not, then clearly, there 

is no new moral charge to be brought against my decision to disregard the ballot. This is beyond 

the scope of the present article. So to be maximally charitable to my opponent, I shall assume 

that the enforcement of the fifty percent participatory threshold was morally problematic. The 

issue is now whether, as a consequence of this, I was thereby acting in a morally problematic 

fashion by disregarding my ballot. Why would I have been? One option is that it is quite 

generally morally problematic to participate in a vote in which the voting conditions have been 

set in an illegitimate way. This can’t be right. If it were, then anyone who voted in any way at all 

– even those who voted ‘strike’ – would be acting in a morally problematic fashion. Yet no-one 

in favour of strike action would make this claim! A second, more plausible option is that by 

disregarding my ballot I am somehow complicit in the Government’s attempt to undermine the 

Union. I am helping to achieve the Government’s illegitimate aim. That is the problem. 

 

Again, I shall simply grant that the Government’s aim was illegitimate. It still doesn’t follow that 

my disregarding the ballot was morally problematic. Even if my action contributed to the 

weakening of the Union, this was not the intentional consequence of my action. It was only a 

foreseeable consequence. So my action – my complicity -was morally problematic only if it is 

morally problematic to foreseeably but non-intentionally act in a way that curbs the power of the 

Union through the means set by the Government for this very purpose. This charge is surely 

unpersuasive. Provided the intended end of an action is good, foreseeably bad consequences can 

be fully justified without any moral stain on the act or the actor. This will most obviously be the 

case if the intended good end is sufficient to outweigh the evil of the means to that end, where 

there is no alternative way of realising the end. This condition is met in the case at hand. Any 

cost to the Union is less in magnitude than the good that would be caused by averting the strike 

and there are no other means available to me (given that a vote for ‘not strike’ will cause a strike 

rather than avoid it). 

 

Conclusion 
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I decided to disregard my ballot in the recent dispute between UCU and the UK Government. I 

did so because this was the only means of ensuring that the fifty percent participatory threshold 

for the vote would not be met and so the only means of helping to avert a strike. On explaining 

my decision to colleagues and fellow Union members, I was – near universally – met with a 

negative reaction. Their view was that my action was somehow morally problematic. I disagree. 

While there are many reasons that disregarding one’s ballot could be problematic, none applied to 

my decision. 

 

My view is that disregarding one’s ballot to prevent a threshold from being met in voting 

contexts is not generally impermissible or even problematic. This is because – as was evidenced 

by the cases of Alternative Brexit, Union Reform, and Strike Action (I) - it is permissible and 

unproblematic to vote ‘no’ to a decisive vote if given the option, and disregarding one’s ballot to 

prevent a threshold from being met is equivalent to this. This is somewhat rough however and 

we should certainly be wary of over-generalising. I would not accept: 

 

Thesis Fully Generalised: There is never anything morally problematic with disregarding 

one’s ballot in order to ensure that a threshold of returned ballots is not met and a 

decisive vote cannot be held. 

 

There are several obvious issues, highlighted in the foregoing discussion, that count against this 

generalisation. These would include if the disregarding of one’s ballot were for a morally 

impermissible cause or if one’s intention were merely to disenfranchise others or to subvert 

without good moral reason. But none apply to the case at hand. Should I disagree with proposed 

strike action in future disputes, I will be comfortable in adding to my weekly pile of recycling. 


